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Course Outline
Introduction
Process performance measurement & dashboards
Process mining
•
•
•
•

Automated process discovery
Conformance checking
Performance mining
Variant analysis

Simulation and “what-if” process mining

Project management & data preparation for process mining
Programmatic process mining
Predictive process monitoring
Trends: prescriptive monitoring, causal process mining, robotic process mining
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Project Management for Process Mining
(PM2) Method
1. Problem framing
2. Data collection
3. Process analysis
4. Results interpretation
5. Business impact
creation
After Eck, Lu, Leemans, van der Aalst,“PM2 methodology”, 2015
Note: alternative approaches exist, e.g. combining process mining with the DMAIC lifecycle of Six Sigma

Project structure, roles, outcomes
Phase 1:

Process analysis

Phase 4:

Phase 5:

Interpretation &
replication

Business impact
creation

• Identify key
stakeholders
• Establish project goals
• Select core process
• Identify 2-3 business
questions and
corresponding KPIs

• Identify data source
• Extract and pre-process
data
• Deploy dedicated
Apromore instance
• Ingest data into
Apromore

• Build process
analytics driven by
business questions

• Interpret and validate
results
• Guide client in
understanding and
replicating results on
Apromore

• Present results
• Identify potential
improvements and gain
insights into their
benefits
• Launch process change
• Quantify benefits

• Executive manager
• Process owner
• Business analyst

• Business analyst
• System administrator/
Data engineer

• Business analyst

• Process owner
• Business analyst
• (Data scientist)

• Executive manager
• Process owner
• Business analyst

• Strategic alignment
• Project sponsorship

• Access to Apromore
• Data architecture

• Process analytics
(models, performance
stats, variants
differences, etc.)

• Root-cause analysis
• Basic familiarity with
Apromore
• Confidence in project
results

• Benefit realization
• Lessons learned /
improvements
• Continued exploitation
plan

Outcomes

What

Data
collection

Phase 3:

Who

Problem framing

Phase 2:
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1. Problem framing

Roles
• Executive manager
• Process owner
• Business analyst

• Identify key stakeholders

• Establish project goals based on strategic objectives (use cases)
• Select business process & frame one or more business questions, e.g.:
- How and why do customer experiences with our order-to-cash process diverge
(geographically, product-wise, temporally)?
- Why are our claims handled poorly?
- Why do we have frequent defects or performance deviance in assessing purchase requests?
• Formulate hypotheses to validate, e.g.:
- Poor performance is due to bottlenecks at warehouse
- Defects are due to policies being ill-defined and not clearly communicated
• Define success criteria, e.g.:
- At least 3 validated hypotheses
- Found reasons for inefficiency/root cases for non-compliance
• Get buy-in, identify needed resources, plan remaining phases

Process selection: which one to choose?
Criteria:

1. Health: Is the process affected by one or more known problems?
2. Importance: Is the process sufficiently aligned with our strategic
objectives?

3. Feasibility: Is there sufficient buy-in from relevant process stakeholders?
Do they have an open mindset to accept the findings and follow up with
an improvement plan?
4. Data: Is transactional data available that can be used to answer the
identified questions?

2. Data collection

Roles
• Business analyst
• Data engineer/
System administrator

Identify relevant data sources
• Enterprise systems (SAP, Oracle, Salesforce, domain-specific systems, BPM
Systems…)
• Identify process-related entities and their identifiers and map entities to relevant
processes in the process architecture (if available)
Extract
• Collect records associated with process entities
• Export records from one or more systems in standard format (typically CSV)
Transform
• Combine equivalent events/remove duplicates
• Create new attributes based on partial information contained in different tables
• Filter irrelevant events (noise) – can also be done after loading
Load
Load the data into the process mining tool

Extracting Event Logs (from databases)
Identify key instance document /
object

• E.g. ticket in ServiceNow or BMC Remedy, case in SalesForce, order/invoice in SAP, …
• Sometimes multiple related documents/objects may be selected, if so capture their relation
• Identify the case ID

Identify process milestones

• At the very least, we need a clear understanding of two milestones: process start event and end
event
• Through what stage does my object go through?
• What milestones mark the entry and exit to these stages?

Identify activities between
milestones

• For each pair of consecutive milestones, enumerate all activities you want to see in the log

Identify key tables and
relationships

• Given the identified objects, milestones and activities, identify where to get records of each
activity’s completion and if available, also start

Identify and select case attributes

Identify and select event attributes
Extract data

• From the columns in the identified tables, select possible case attributes, i.e. attributes of the object
that don’t change during the process, e.g. the customer who created a ticket, the amount of the loan
request
• Same as above, but now identify attributes that change during the case, and may be useful for
filtering purposes, e.g. resource performing the activity, status of application
•Usually involves writing SQL queries
•Make sure to test on small samples (5-10 cases) before running the whole lot

After Jans, Soffer, Jouck, “Building a Valuable Event Log for Process Mining”, 2015

Event Log Pre-Processing & Transform
Check and resolve quality
issues

Enhance event log with
derived attributes

Log anonymization

•Case ID issues
•Timestamp issues
•Activity labeling/granularity
•Other issues
• Cost-related attributes, e.g. unit cost per resource, cost
per activity, etc.
• SLA attributes, e.g. attributes with expected duration of
a case, SLA fulfillment/violation attributes

•If log contains privately identifiable information,
consider as a minimum pseudo-anonymization (via
masking) with additional data access measures
•And/or k-anonymity or other anonymization
technology (e.g. differential privacy)

Challenges of extracting event logs
•
•
•
•

Correlation (case ID issues)
Timestamps
Activity labeling
Oher issues

Correlating events: Case ID issues
• Generally, lack of case ID makes event log not usable, but:
• Quasi-case-identifiers may be used instead
• E.g. patient IDs used as case IDs in healthcare logs, or customer ID in e-commerce sales
• If there is no event for > X weeks, we may assume that the next event belogs to a new
case
• A patient may undergo multiple treatments in parallel, but these can often be
distinguished because they involve multiple types of events (different treatments or lab
tests)
• Note: Case ID may change during the process
• A quote becomes an order, which becomes an invoice
• Usually, there is an event type that relates each pair of IDs, e.g. “Receive order” has
quoteID & orderID
• Pre-process log to consolidate IDs, e.g. propagate earlier case ID (quote identifier) to
later events

Timestamp granularity in event logs
• If granularity is not low enough, multiple events may have the same timestamp
• This shows up as lots of short-loops between pairs of activities
• The same happens if timestamps have mixed granularities
• E.g. Activity A comes with day-level granularity while activity B comes with second-level
granularity

• Logging recommendation
• Minute-level granularity or lower for manual activities
• Millisecond-level granularity for automatic activities
• Timestamp repair tricks
• If order of events in the log is chronological, use this order to produce distinct timestamps,
e.g. two consecutive events with timestamp 10:00 become 10:00:01, 10:00:02, but
durations are unreliable
• Same trick if you know some ordering dependencies, e.g. activity A always come before B
• If there is mixed granularity, bring down to the lowest granularity

Start + End Timestamps or Only End Timestamp?
• If both start and end timestamps are available, activity waiting times can be
distinguished from activity duration (processing time)
• If only end time available, all durations combine waiting time + processing time
• If all events have start and end times, an arcs A  B in the directly-follows graph
means end of A comes before start of B
• Otherwise it means end of A comes before end of B
• Caveat: what if you only have a start time column (no end time)?
• Approach: tag this column as end time; interpret the arc durations as start-to-start
times

Activity labelling issues
• Labels of activities may not be meaningful, e.g. transaction IDs
• Sometimes it’s just a matter of re-labelling (search-replace)
• If so, better to add a column with the new labels, keep the old one as a reference
• For example, the labels contain too much detail “Order Product p101”, “Order product
“p102”, etc.  “Order product” (and the product ID can go elsewhere)
• Sometimes, it involves aggregating multiple activities into one, two scenarios:
• Aggregate multiple activity labels into one (e.g. “Record invoice”, “Send invoice”  “Issue
invoice”)
• Aggregate multiple occurrences of an activity into one (e.g. multiple occurrences of “Save
record” become one) – common in case of low-level event logs
• Sometimes there are just too many activities
• Consider doing some grouping, maybe using clustering based on activity labels (edit distance)
• Some activities might not be relevant for analysis
• For example, in a process for patient treatment, everything after patient discharge (e.g.
billing) might not be relevant if we seek to analyze logs for clinical questions

Other event log issues
• Incomplete cases
• Can be detected using filters if we know which event types signal end of case

• Noisy events (infrequent events or events that appear misplaced in some cases)
• Normally these are removed using the arc abstraction sliders (or Case > Path filter), or using the Case
> Case variant filter

• Concept drift
• The process evolves so analyzing the whole log leads to wrong conclusions
• Analyze evolution of log to detect drifts

• Missing values
• For mandatory columns, the events need to be eliminated at import
• For optional columns, this just creates one additional “null” value, which may then be filtered out

Event Log Pre-Processing & Transform
Check and resolve quality
issues

Enhance event log with
derived attributes

Log anonymization

•Case ID issues
•Timestamp issues
•Activity labeling/granularity
•Other issues
• Cost-related attributes, e.g. unit cost per resource, cost
per activity, etc.
• SLA attributes, e.g. attributes with expected duration of
a case, SLA fulfillment/violation attributes

•If log contains privately identifiable information, consider
as a minimum pseudo-anonymization (via masking) with
additional data access measures
•And/or k-anonymity or other anonymization technology

3. Process analysis: Typical analysis workflow

Roles
• Business analyst

Start with automated process discovery (exploratory phase)
Perform sanity checks to determine if we have the right
dataset (e.g. are there incomplete cases?)

Understand the structure of the process, identify locations
of rework/repetition, key decision points and parallel
branches

Depending on the project use case, use either:
Conformance checking to find undesired deviations and
exceptions

Performance mining to identify bottlenecks and wastes in
the process

Use variant analysis to dig deeper. Depending on the project use case:
Use variant analysis to analyze non-compliant versus
compliant cases

And/or to understand performance differences between
two countries, regions, types of customers, etc.

Process mining use cases
Achieve transparency

Identify your real processes based on actual data from your IT systems and achieve
transparency.

Increase efficiency & productivity

Uncover inefficiencies, analyze the actual reasons for their occurrence and
discover potential for automation.

Enhance quality & customer experience

Understand the real customer journey and the different outcomes of your
processes to sustainably optimize the customer experience.

Support governance, risk & compliance

Discover process cases that deviate from your regulations and understand the
reasons behind them.

Facilitate agility

Identify undocumented process changes and always keep an eye on your real
processes.

Process mining use cases
Variant analysis
• Flow comparison
• Frequency & Rework
comparison
• Bottleneck comparison

Governance,
Compliance
Risk &
Compliance
Conformance checking
• Flow compliance
• Temporal compliance
• Resource compliance
• Exception analysis

Quality &
Customer
Experience
Automated process discovery
• Flow & filtered flow
• Frequency
• Handoffs

Transparency

Efficiency &
Productivity

Agility
Agility

Performance mining
• Bottlenecks
• Workload & demand
• Rework
• Over-processing

What-If & Predictive
Modeling
• Simulation / What-If
• Predictive monitoring
• Prescriptive monitoring

4. Results interpretation / validation

Roles
• Business analyst
• Process owner/
Domain experts

•Interpret and validate results with project stakeholders (e.g.
process owner)
•Formulate hypotheses, discuss scenarios

•Perform statistical tests where appropriate to validate findings
•Use simulation (multiple scenarios) to assess impact of
potential changes

5. Business impact creation
• Estimate of costs/benefits for process improvement
• Possible benefits:
1.Resource savings: analysts and other resources
2.Operational cost savings from business process improvement
3.Margin recovery on missed process improvement opportunities
• Possible costs:
1. Software/technology costs
2. Project management / consultancy costs
3. Process change costs (documentation, re-training)

Roles
• Business analyst
• Process owner
• Executive manager

The Suncorp Case Study

• Top 20 Australian market
• General & life insurance, banking,
superannuation and investments management
• 9M customers
• 16K employees
• $85 billion in assets

Problem framing: Suncorp example
•

Often “simple” claims take an unexpectedly long time to complete:
-

What distinguishes the processing of simple claims completed on-time, and simple claims not
completed on time?

-

What early predictors can be used to determine that a given “simple” claim will not be completed
on time?

•

Define what a “simple” claim is

•

Create awareness of the extent of the problem

Resources:

• 2 part-time Business Analysts, 1 Data Engineer, 1 Executive Manager (sponsor)
• 1 part-time Data Scientist
Timeframe: 4 months

Data source: Guidewire insurance claims handling system

Claims handling problem (SLA violations)

SLOW

OK

OK

Good
130,000

FAST

Handling time

Bad

Expected
performance

CLAIMS

SIMPLE

Claim amount

COMPLEX

32,000
SIMPLE & SLOW CLAIMS

Variant analysis

MODEL

Simple claims and quick

Simple claims and slow

Comparison of repetitions

Opening

Investigation

Assessment

Offer

Closing

Check initial
documentation

Follow-up with
claimant

Liaise with
relevant parties

Request
reopening

3 1

12 1

2 1

3 1

Actions taken

DEVELOPMENT OF A “ONE STOP SHOP” APPLICATION THAT AUTOMATICALLY
ENFORCES MILESTONES ACHIEVEMENT

IMPROVEMENT OF TRIAGE TO OBTAIN ALL REQUIRED

DOCUMENTATION IN ONE

GO

OUTSOURCING OF LOW VALUE CLAIMS TO FURTHER REDUCE OPERATIONAL
COSTS

S. Suriadi et al.: Understanding Process Behaviours in a Large Insurance Company in Australia: A Case Study. CAiSE 2013

